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Need to discover your Soulmate, Obtain Wealth and Stay Healthy without
confronting the issue of not knowing how to attract others? This guidebook will
help you. Inside you'll discover: - The 10-BEST Methods to attune your vibrations
to Attract your Desires - The Techniques to Attracting Love, Money & Health as
well as losing weight using the Law of Attraction and how you can use them in
your life - How to use Meditation to get into the right state of mind so that the Law
of Attraction can work for you - The Secret to Speeding up your Manifestation for
faster results - The 10-most common mistakes Law of Attraction beginners make
and how to avoid them - And much, much more
Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation practice? Do you
wish there was something more active you could do to manifest things into your
life? If you are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is very likely you
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are using the wrong manifestation method for you. Contrary to popular belief,
visualization actually DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's the deal: visualization
isn't the only manifestation method out there, and it's not the right method for
everyone. Just as some people learn better by hearing or seeing something,
some people manifest things better by writing them down, and it is a complete
myth that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization
wrong" or "you were thinking negative thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding
you back." That is wrong. There are MANY manifestation methods in the world,
and your job is to find the one that works best for you. This workbook/ journal
guides you through several powerful exercises to connect with what you want
through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing affirmations down multiple
times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three elements to this
supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a
vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the
energy of the Universe. Here you only have to do this for a few minutes (as
opposed to the "20 minutes twice a day" meditation teacher requirement that
absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in
detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written
affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 11
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times a day for 11 days. This is sometimes called the "11:11 Method" and is a
method of harnessing YOUR energy and getting it to appear as your ideal
circumstances. While you write these affirmations, you will be in a meditative
state where you can "Zen out" and focus on your intention. This manifestation
method works especially well for people with ADD (or those who find meditation/
visualization difficult in general) because it gives you something to "do" so that
your mind will relax and calmly focus the intention. By directing your energy in
this way, you create the abundance in your life. This particular method (11:11) is
most effective for people who frequently see the number "1" in their lives, like on
house numbers or on the clock. The number 1 is a powerful number for
connecting with source energy, and if you are connected to it (or keep seeing it),
you should use it to manifest your desires in written form. Order this workbook
now and start transforming your life!
Manifestation Journal: A Guided Notebook Combining Three Manifesting
Methods for Supercharged Results with the Law of Attraction, 369, Scripting, and
Meditation If you've been trying to change your life and create a new reality,
you've no doubt heard of the law of attraction and the use of affirmations. You've
found this workbook because you are trying to make something happen in your
life. That's great! This workbook combines popular different manifestation
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techniques into one of the most potent and effective methods out there. If you
need to turn something around in your life (money, love, health, or otherwise),
this is the journal for you. Here are the three elements to this supercharged
manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally important
part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the
Universe. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in detail, as if it has
already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is when
you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 3 times a day for 33 days.
You'll do it 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the afternoon, and 9 times in the
evening. This is sometimes called the "3 6 9 Method" and variations of it are
popular on TikTok. On the first day, you will spend a little time connecting to the
energy of the universe. Since every person has a different way of connecting with
this energy, find the way that works the best for you, whether it is actual
meditation, relaxation, listening to music that gets you "in the flow," or whatever it
is for you. This particular edition of the journal has an understated black cover.
Encourage you to set a powerful intention for the start of the year or anytime.
This 369 Manifestation Journal is the manifestation tool you've been looking for
to write out manifestation mantras to the Universe! This workbook makes it easy
to track your 369 every day to bring what you currently desire into your life! It will
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help you create a powerful consistent and help you work through any resistance
that comes up. Features: 94 pages Portable size of 8.5 x 11 Inches Step by step
guide to manifesting your daily, monthly or yearly goals Simple cover design Date
& time column This 369 Manifestation Journal is perfect gift for all ages teens,
students, adults on every occasion: birthday, Mothers Day, Christmas, Holidays,
Anniversaries, and Appreciation gifts. Get copies for your loved ones, friends,
coworkers, and yourself today!?
This workbook makes it easy to track your 369 every day to bring what you
currently desire into your life! It will help you create a powerful consistent and
help you work through any resistance that comes up This powerful manifestation
journal will help you: Taking intentional actions to attract your desires, Getting
into alignment with the Universe, Reprogramming your subconscious mind, Help
you to take daily action, Help you to manifest your dream life. Features: 120
pages Portable size of 7 x 10 Inches
Use the power of Positive Thinking to climb above problems to visualize solutions
and then attain them. Do you imagine yourself happy, optimistic, and peaceful
every day? In this book, "Positive Thinking Meditation", you will discover the
strategies on how your mind can change into a positive-peaceful state. You will
know the specific steps on how to make yourself happy, fulfilled, optimistic, calm,
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and peaceful every day. The secret to success in life lies in harnessing the power
of the mind. If you are fully aware of that but find it hard to use your mind's
unlimited power to unleash your full potential, this audiobook will help you to
achieve just that. Inside you will learn the various tools and techniques
successful people do every day, such as: How to really think positively How to
gain confidence and increase self-esteem The "top secret" morning habits of
successful people How to unlock the power of prayer to achieve what you want in
life This guided mediation system gives you positive suggestions that will help
you quiet your mind and melt away stress, leaving your body deeply relaxed for a
great night's sleep. While you're sleeping, the program will help remove selfdoubt and negative thinking and help you create a positive belief system so you
will love, cherish, and empower yourself. By focusing on results, taking action,
creating consistent positive habits, and keeping your affirmations fresh, you can
create the life you've always dreamed of! Awaken your most ideal self and allow
yourself to gravitate toward that person until you become them. Allow the law of
attraction to enhance your well-being and increase your happiness. Click "add to
cart" and get all these wisdom from this guided meditation book!
Manifestation Journal: A Guided Notebook Combining Three Manifesting
Methods for Supercharged Results with the Law of Attraction, 369, Scripting, and
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Meditation If you've been trying to change your life and create a new reality,
you've no doubt heard of the law of attraction and the use of affirmations. You've
found this workbook because you are trying to make something happen in your
life. That's great! This workbook combines popular different manifestation
techniques into one of the most potent and effective methods out there. If you
need to turn something around in your life (money, love, health, or otherwise),
this is the journal for you. Here are the three elements to this supercharged
manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally important
part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the
Universe. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in detail, as if it has
already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is when
you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 3 times a day for 33 days.
You'll do it 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the afternoon, and 9 times in the
evening. This is sometimes called the "3 6 9 Method" and variations of it are
popular on TikTok. On the first day, you will spend a little time connecting to the
energy of the universe. Since every person has a different way of connecting with
this energy, find the way that works the best for you, whether it is actual
meditation, relaxation, listening to music that gets you "in the flow," or whatever it
is for you. This particular edition of the journal has a beautiful floral cover.
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PINK COVER Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation
practice? Do you wish there was something more active you could do to manifest
things into your life? If you are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is
very likely you are using the wrong manifestation method for you. Contrary to
popular belief, visualization actually DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's the
deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method out there, and it's not the
right method for everyone. Just as some people learn better by hearing or seeing
something, some people manifest things better by writing them down, and it is a
complete myth that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did
visualization wrong" or "you were thinking negative thoughts" or "your
subconscious is holding you back." That is wrong. There are MANY manifestation
methods in the world, and your job is to find the one that works best for you. This
workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful exercises to connect with
what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing affirmations
down multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the
flow-- this is a vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to
connect to the energy of the Universe. Here you only have to do this for a few
minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice a day" meditation teacher
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requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when you write your
intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter.
Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence
form) 7 times a day in the morning and 7 times in the evening for 7 days. This is
sometimes called the "777 Method" and is a method of harnessing YOUR energy
and getting it to appear as your ideal circumstances. While you write these
affirmations, you will be in a meditative state where you can "Zen out" and focus
on your intention. This manifestation method works especially well for people with
ADD (or those who find meditation/ visualization difficult in general) because it
gives you something to "do" so that your mind will relax and calmly focus the
intention. By directing your energy in this way, you create the abundance in your
life. This particular method (777) is most effective for people who frequently see
the number "7" in their lives, like on house numbers or on the clock. The number
4 is a powerful number for connecting with source energy, and if you are
connected to it (or keep seeing it), you should use it to manifest your desires in
written form. Angel number 7 is significant for being indicative of education,
research, and insight. Order this workbook now and start transforming your life!
Living a better-feeling life really comes down to one thing only: coming into alignment with the
Energy of our Source. Abraham reminds us that we are truly Source Energy focused into our
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Connection to that Broader Non-Physical part of us is
necessary if we are to be the joyful Beings that we were born to be. Abraham calls that
wonderful alignment Getting into the Vortex. Through a series of Leading Edge books (New
York Times bestsellers), Abraham has emphasized the importance of our conscious alignment
with the Source within us. They have let us know that our natural state of Being is inside our
Vortex of Creation in complete alignment with Source Energy—and that every aspect of our
physical experience reflects our alignment with, or resistance to, that Connection.
Everything—from the physical well-being of our bodies, the clarity of our minds, and the
abundance we allow to flow, to the satisfaction in every relationship we experience—is impacted
by our all-important relationship with our Vortex. Abraham has helped us to understand that
our dominant intent in every day is to get into the Vortex! And now, they have lovingly and
specifically guided Jerry and Esther Hicks in the creation of an innovative and valuable tool
that promises to get us into the Vortex right now . . . and that tool is enclosed in the Getting into
the Vortex User Guide in the form of a 70-minute audio download. This unique recording
contains four powerfully guided daily meditations that have been designed to get you into the
Vortex of Creation in four basic areas of your life: • General Well-Being • Financial Well-Being
• Physical Well-Being • Relationships. Jerry and Esther are thrilled to offer this powerful, firstof-its kind, musically scored, breath-enhancing, user-friendly tool from Abraham that will get
you into the Vortex.
PINK COVER Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation practice? Do you
wish there was something more active you could do to manifest things into your life? If you are
"stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is very likely you are using the wrong
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to popular belief, visualization actually DOESN'T work
for everyone! Here's the deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method out there, and
it's not the right method for everyone. Just as some people learn better by hearing or seeing
something, some people manifest things better by writing them down, and it is a complete myth
that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization wrong" or "you were
thinking negative thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding you back." That is wrong. There
are MANY manifestation methods in the world, and your job is to find the one that works best
for you. This workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful exercises to connect with
what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing affirmations down
multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three elements to this
supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally important
part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the Universe. Here you
only have to do this for a few minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice a day" meditation
teacher requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when you write your
intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written
affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 22 times a day
for 2 days. This is sometimes called the "22 X 2 Method" and is a method of harnessing YOUR
energy and getting it to appear as your ideal circumstances. While you write these affirmations,
you will be in a meditative state where you can "Zen out" and focus on your intention. This
manifestation method works especially well for people with ADD (or those who find meditation/
visualization difficult in general) because it gives you something to "do" so that your mind will
relax and calmly focus the intention. By directing your energy in this way, you create the
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into one of the most potent and effective methods out there. Here are the three elements to
this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally
important part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the Universe.
Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a
"Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one
sentence form) 22 times per day for 2 days. Why 2? This method might resonate with you if
you frequently see the number 2 on the clock (like at 2:22am or pm), your address/ phone
number usually ends up having a lot of 2s, and so on. What is the meaning of this? Angel
number 222 is thought to signify balance, harmony, serving your purpose, connecting with your
inner wisdom, and transforming. Order this workbook now and start transforming your life!
Are you looking for a completely Natural Way to Start Losing Weight Fast without the need to
be on a super-strict diet? Then, keep reading... Here's the deal... You've probably already tried
countless rigid diets with the hope of getting rid of that uncomfortable belly fat, but they have
had no positive effects on your body. Instead, they stressed you so much that the situation has
just been worsened. You quickly lost focus and discipline, and you've restarted gaining weight
day after day. That is because you focused on the wrong things. According to the 'Law of
Attraction', You will attract what you feel, and, that way, you will attract precisely what you don't
want. A much more optimistic, exciting, and inspiring goal is to make a loss of weight a
subcategory of a marvelous, detailed lifestyle target. Your weight is just one element or your
lifecycle, by setting goals and acting you will move more. By planning what and when, you are
already making tiny changes increasing the balance of healthiness. The factor that chooses
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make progress or you will really arrive isn't karma nor associations - it's the manner in which
your psyche is set towards it. By exercising the methods in this book, you are creating a plan
for an exceptional life, a lifestyle change that will create memories whichever way you turn
giving you greater fulfilment. By feeling better and creating lots of that positive energy you
cannot fail to succeed. By reading this book, you will learn: The Winning Mindset that will help
you to Stay Fit for life and how to achieve it 8 Critical Tips to Help you Healing your
Relationship with Food 100+ Powerful Positive Affirmations to activate your subconscious mind
15+ Guided Meditation & Hypnosis sessions to Boost Motivation and Emotional Control
Successful Daily Habits to finally start loving your body The 8 most common Mistakes that
prevent people from losing weight ...And much more! Hypnosis works by planting the seeds of
accomplishment in your brain and reinforcing them until they become a piece of who you
normally are. Your journey starts by becoming aware of the natural processes that already
exist within our bodies. From there, we will move onto how to include healthy habits in your life
for weight loss, to find the motivation to reach your goals. Interested in Learning More? Scroll
to the top of this page and Click the 'Buy now' Button to Get Started!
BLACK COVER WITH MOON Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation
practice? Do you wish there was something more active you could do to manifest things into
your life? If you are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is very likely you are using
the wrong manifestation method for you. Contrary to popular belief, visualization actually
DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's the deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method
out there, and it's not the right method for everyone. Just as some people learn better by
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people manifest things better by writing them down, and it
is a complete myth that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization
wrong" or "you were thinking negative thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding you back."
That is wrong. There are MANY manifestation methods in the world, and your job is to find the
one that works best for you. This workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful
exercises to connect with what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing
affirmations down multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a
vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the
Universe. Here you only have to do this for a few minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice
a day" meditation teacher requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when
you write your intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter.
Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 22
times a day for 2 days. This is sometimes called the "22 X 2 Method" and is a method of
harnessing YOUR energy and getting it to appear as your ideal circumstances. While you write
these affirmations, you will be in a meditative state where you can "Zen out" and focus on your
intention. This manifestation method works especially well for people with ADD (or those who
find meditation/ visualization difficult in general) because it gives you something to "do" so that
your mind will relax and calmly focus the intention. By directing your energy in this way, you
create the abundance in your life. This workbook combines popular different manifestation
techniques into one of the most potent and effective methods out there. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a
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You will use this step to connect to the energy of the
Universe. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in detail, as if it has already
happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is when you write your
intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 22 times per day for 2 days. Why 2? This method might
resonate with you if you frequently see the number 2 on the clock (like at 2:22am or pm), your
address/ phone number usually ends up having a lot of 2s, and so on. What is the meaning of
this? Angel number 222 is thought to signify balance, harmony, serving your purpose,
connecting with your inner wisdom, and transforming. Order this workbook now and start
transforming your life!
Discover a Quick and Easy Way to Guide Your Mind to Happiness, Success, and Prosperity in
Life! Have you ever wondered why it can be challenging to change your unwanted behaviors,
attitudes, or situations? Have you ever wondered why you can't stop anxiety, relax more, and
enjoy life? It is like each of us has two minds which disagree on what should and shouldn't
change. One part of you agrees to change. And another part says, "no way." Would you like to
learn how to influence the disagreeing part of your brain that is holding you back? If so, you are
in the right place because this guide will teach you how to use guided meditations, hypnosis,
and positive affirmations with the Law of Attraction so that you can manifest prosperity,
success, self-love, and much more in your life. With Guided Meditation for Building Happiness,
Olivia Clifford will give you proven strategies presented through step-by-step guides – methods
and techniques that will change your life forever. Here is what this guide to a happy and
prosperous life can offer you: · Attract success in your life with Guided Meditation for the Law
of Attraction · Master the Law of Attraction in no time with "7 Steps for Deliberate Attraction" ·
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and calm your mind with guided meditation exercises for
happiness · Achieve any goal in your life with step by step guide for self-hypnosis · Improve
your life, self-love, self-esteem with powerful positive affirmations · And much more! If you want
to change your life for the better and become a happy and successful person, all you have to
do is follow the simple guides and expert strategies in this book.
It's only a matter of time before your motivation to reach your goals starts to wane. And when
you start to lose any interest to set new goals for yourself and try to reach them, it's pretty
much the end of the line for you. Here is a preview of what you'll learn... - Understanding
mindfulness - How mindfulness is beneficial - How to practice mindful breathing - How to
practice mindful meditation - How to practice mindful walking - Much, much more! From
mindful breathing to immersion, concentration, and even meditative walking, the road to an
attentive mind will take you through your body, thoughts, and everyday activities in order to
strip away bad habits and negative energy.
EYE OF WISDOM COVER Manifestation Journal: A Guided Notebook Combining Three
Manifesting Methods for Supercharged Results with the Law of Attraction, 369, Scripting, and
Meditation If you've been trying to change your life and create a new reality, you've no doubt
heard of the law of attraction and the use of affirmations. You've found this workbook because
you are trying to make something happen in your life. That's great! This workbook combines
popular different manifestation techniques into one of the most potent and effective methods
out there. If you need to turn something around in your life (money, love, health, or otherwise),
this is the journal for you. Here are the three elements to this supercharged manifestation
method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally important part of the process. You will
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of the Universe. Scripting-- this is when you write your
intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written
affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 3 times a day
for 33 days. You'll do it 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the afternoon, and 9 times in the
evening. This is sometimes called the "3 6 9 Method" and variations of it are popular on
TikTok. On the first day, you will spend a little time connecting to the energy of the universe.
Since every person has a different way of connecting with this energy, find the way that works
the best for you, whether it is actual meditation, relaxation, listening to music that gets you "in
the flow," or whatever it is for you. This particular edition of the journal has an understated
black cover.
Is positivity lacking in your life? Do you wish that you could learn how to eliminate those
negative thoughts that plague your mind? If so, then keep reading... Positive thinking is one of
the best indicators of success for people. A positive mind is a resilient mind and is able to
endure stress, struggles, and conflict with much better results than someone with a negative
mindset. Unfortunately, however, negative mindsets are far easier to get caught in. if you want
to learn how to develop a positive mindset, you must make sure that you are working with the
intention to build it up from scratch. If you can do that, and you can dedicate yourself to the
process, you too, can learn how to be positive. Positivity brings more positivity to it. We know
this-when you have positive thoughts, you have positive feelings, and when you have positive
feelings, you behave positively. This is the foundation of basically all interactions. Similarly,
however, negative thoughts will create that same negative spiral in which negative thoughts
make negative feelings, which make negative behaviors, which make even more negative
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However,
with some
the skills in this book, you can learn to defeat negativity. You
can erase those negative thoughts from your mind and get that positivity rolling. All you have to
do is get started. Within this book, you will be guided toward the power of positivity. You will
learn how to recognize and defeat your negative thinking so that you can keep yourself happier
and more successful. As you read, you will develop several skills and habits that you can
utilize to help with this process. In particular, you can expect to find: How powerful positive
thinking really is and how your mindset will determine everything about your life How to
recognize negativity and the negative person, as well as how to tell if you are negative How
you can begin to defeat cognitive distortions and negative thoughts with ease How you can
accept accountability positively so that you can keep yourself on track instead of working on
trying to make yourself feel guilty after the fact What it means to be positive How to determine
what keeps you motivated and how to motivate yourself How you can begin to tap into the
power of cognitive restructuring to create your own personal mindset An understanding of
mindfulness and how it can foster a positive mindset How you can rewrite your own story and
change the narrative to a positive one How to become grateful for what you have instead of
missing what you do not Ways that you can begin to defeat worrying in its track How to
practice acceptance Exercises and activities to become positive AND MORE The time is nowdo not waste another minute. Do not spend another day thinking negatively and letting it drag
you down. It is time for you to take back your life and reclaim your power. It is time to find that
positive thinking once and for all and make it work for you. You can become one with positivity
with ease, and all you have to do to learn how is scroll up and click on BUY NOW today!
CELESTIAL MOON COVER Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation
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something more active you could do to manifest things into
your life? If you are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is very likely you are using
the wrong manifestation method for you. Contrary to popular belief, visualization actually
DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's the deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method
out there, and it's not the right method for everyone. Just as some people learn better by
hearing or seeing something, some people manifest things better by writing them down, and it
is a complete myth that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization
wrong" or "you were thinking negative thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding you back."
That is wrong. There are MANY manifestation methods in the world, and your job is to find the
one that works best for you. This workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful
exercises to connect with what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing
affirmations down multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a
vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the
Universe. Here you only have to do this for a few minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice
a day" meditation teacher requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when
you write your intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter.
Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 22
times a day for 2 days. This is sometimes called the "22 X 2 Method" and is a method of
harnessing YOUR energy and getting it to appear as your ideal circumstances. While you write
these affirmations, you will be in a meditative state where you can "Zen out" and focus on your
intention. This manifestation method works especially well for people with ADD (or those who
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in general) because it gives you something to "do" so that
your mind will relax and calmly focus the intention. By directing your energy in this way, you
create the abundance in your life. This workbook combines popular different manifestation
techniques into one of the most potent and effective methods out there. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a
vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the
Universe. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in detail, as if it has already
happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is when you write your
intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 22 times per day for 2 days. Why 2? This method might
resonate with you if you frequently see the number 2 on the clock (like at 2:22am or pm), your
address/ phone number usually ends up having a lot of 2s, and so on. What is the meaning of
this? Angel number 222 is thought to signify balance, harmony, serving your purpose,
connecting with your inner wisdom, and transforming. Order this workbook now and start
transforming your life!
Guided Meditation for Building HappinessUse The Law of Attraction with Meditation, Hypnosis
and Positive Affirmations for Manifesting Prosperity, Success, Self-Love and Weight LossOlivia
Clifford
BLACK COVER WITH MOON Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation
practice? Do you wish there was something more active you could do to manifest things into
your life? If you are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is very likely you are using
the wrong manifestation method for you. Contrary to popular belief, visualization actually
DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's the deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method
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out there,
and it's
not the right
for everyone. Just as some people learn better by
hearing or seeing something, some people manifest things better by writing them down, and it
is a complete myth that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization
wrong" or "you were thinking negative thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding you back."
That is wrong. There are MANY manifestation methods in the world, and your job is to find the
one that works best for you. This workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful
exercises to connect with what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing
affirmations down multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a
vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the
Universe. Here you only have to do this for a few minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice
a day" meditation teacher requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when
you write your intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter.
Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 7 times
a day in the morning and 7 times in the evening for 7 days. This is sometimes called the "777
Method" and is a method of harnessing YOUR energy and getting it to appear as your ideal
circumstances. While you write these affirmations, you will be in a meditative state where you
can "Zen out" and focus on your intention. This manifestation method works especially well for
people with ADD (or those who find meditation/ visualization difficult in general) because it
gives you something to "do" so that your mind will relax and calmly focus the intention. By
directing your energy in this way, you create the abundance in your life. This particular method
(777) is most effective for people who frequently see the number "7" in their lives, like on
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number 4 is a powerful number for connecting with source
energy, and if you are connected to it (or keep seeing it), you should use it to manifest your
desires in written form. Angel number 7 is significant for being indicative of education,
research, and insight. Order this workbook now and start transforming your life!
Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation practice? Do you wish there was
something more active you could do to manifest things into your life? If you are "stuck" in your
practice of the law of attraction, it is very likely you are using the wrong manifestation method
for you. Contrary to popular belief, visualization actually DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's
the deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method out there, and it's not the right
method for everyone. Just as some people learn better by hearing or seeing something, some
people manifest things better by writing them down, and it is a complete myth that if you didn't
get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization wrong" or "you were thinking negative
thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding you back." That is wrong. There are MANY
manifestation methods in the world, and your job is to find the one that works best for you. This
workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful exercises to connect with what you
want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing affirmations down multiple times
per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three elements to this supercharged
manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally important part of the
process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the Universe. Here you only have to
do this for a few minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice a day" meditation teacher
requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in
detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is
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(in one sentence form) 55 times a day for 5 days. This is
sometimes called the "444 Method" and is a method of harnessing YOUR energy and getting it
to appear as your ideal circumstances. While you write these affirmations, you will be in a
meditative state where you can "Zen out" and focus on your intention. This manifestation
method works especially well for people with ADD (or those who find meditation/ visualization
difficult in general) because it gives you something to "do" so that your mind will relax and
calmly focus the intention. By directing your energy in this way, you create the abundance in
your life. This particular method (444) is most effective for people who frequently see the
number "4" in their lives, like on house numbers or on the clock. The number 4 is a powerful
number for connecting with source energy, and if you are connected to it (or keep seeing it),
you should use it to manifest your desires in written form. Angel number 4 is significant in
numerology for symbolizing patience and stability. Order this workbook now and start
transforming your life!
This book offers 20 guided meditations that will help to strengthen and develop yourself. You
do not have to be familiar with meditation to use this book. The first meditation in this book
offers an introduction to meditation.In these pages you will find peace, healing, and joy. You
will soar through your dreams, obtain your desires, meet your soul mate, and discover the
sacredness of your being.Come and explore the realms of your subconscious, plunge down
into the very core of your soul, listen to your heart, and discover your true self. The journey
before you is full of beauty and wonder. It is your own path ahead. It beckons to you and
welcomes you.Enjoy!
PURPLE COVER Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation practice? Do
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active you could do to manifest things into your life? If you
are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is very likely you are using the wrong
manifestation method for you. Contrary to popular belief, visualization actually DOESN'T work
for everyone! Here's the deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method out there, and
it's not the right method for everyone. Just as some people learn better by hearing or seeing
something, some people manifest things better by writing them down, and it is a complete myth
that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization wrong" or "you were
thinking negative thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding you back." That is wrong. There
are MANY manifestation methods in the world, and your job is to find the one that works best
for you. This workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful exercises to connect with
what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing affirmations down
multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three elements to this
supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally important
part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the Universe. Here you
only have to do this for a few minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice a day" meditation
teacher requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when you write your
intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written
affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 3 times in the
morning, 6 times in the afternoon, and 9 times in the evening. This is sometimes called the
"369 Method" and is a method of harnessing YOUR energy and getting it to appear as your
ideal circumstances. In case you're curious, this method came from scientist Nikola Tesla's
obsession with the numbers 3, 6, and 9. Tesla said "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3,
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key to the universe." Tesla believed that the numbers 3, 6,
and 9 were sacred numbers, and developed a whole field of math called "vortex math" around
them. While you write these affirmations, you will be in a meditative state where you can "Zen
out" and focus on your intention. This manifestation method works especially well for people
with ADD (or those who find meditation/ visualization difficult in general) because it gives you
something to "do" so that your mind will relax and calmly focus the intention. By directing your
energy in this way, you create the abundance in your life. This particular method (369) is most
effective for people who frequently see the number "3" in their lives, like on house numbers or
on the clock. The number 3 is a powerful number for connecting with source energy, and if you
are connected to it (or keep seeing it), you should use it to manifest your desires in written
form. Order this workbook now and start transforming your life!
Feeling stressed and frustrated? Are you wanting to “slow down” in the hectic bustle of life, do
you want to understand yourself and change your life for the better? With this riveting book
Guided Meditation for The Law of Attraction! You can recover strength and regain balance. It
sounds strange but understanding your own brain is a daunting task and, the contradiction
between conscious and the unconscious often leads to difficulties in attempts to change
unwanted behaviors, attitudes, or situations. Changing your subconscious mind’s attitudes
and patterns is a challenging task. However, with the help of guided meditation, you will
manage to do this and reprogram your subconscious, allowing you to drastically change your
life. The truth is that our thoughts shape our future. We attract into our lives whatever we think
of and focus on. If we cannot get rid of negative attitudes, we experience negative situations in
reality. “Guided Meditation for The Law of Attraction” by Olivia Clifford will help you to restore
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to stay happy,
attract money, loving relationships, and even lose weight. In
this unique guide, you will: Explore how to eliminate mind contradictions – “disagreement”
between your conscious decisions and unconscious resistance to changes Master principles
and techniques of guided mediation – various meditation exercises, affirmations, and selfhypnosis scripts for self-improvement. Understand the Law of Attraction – send out positive
energy to the Universe to get its support for your desires and efforts Visualize your dream life –
use the law of attractions as the most powerful tool for visualizing your dreams and goals
Attract more abundance into your life - embrace your gratitude and boosting your vibes, attract
money and love, heal your relationships and feel happiness And so much more! Start today
and explore the fascinating process to bring you happiness, harmony and success with
“Guided Meditation for The Law of Attraction”
Cream Paper with Black Moon Cover Manifestation Journal: A Guided Notebook Combining
Three Manifesting Methods for Supercharged Results with the Law of Attraction, 369,
Scripting, and Meditation If you've been trying to change your life and create a new reality,
you've no doubt heard of the law of attraction and the use of affirmations. You've found this
workbook because you are trying to make something happen in your life. That's great! This
workbook combines popular different manifestation techniques into one of the most potent and
effective methods out there. If you need to turn something around in your life (money, love,
health, or otherwise), this is the journal for you. Here are the three elements to this
supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the flow-- this is a vitally important
part of the process. You will use this step to connect to the energy of the Universe. Scripting-this is when you write your intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear
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Written affirmations-this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one
sentence form) 3 times a day for 33 days. You'll do it 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the
afternoon, and 9 times in the evening. This is sometimes called the "3 6 9 Method" and
variations of it are popular on TikTok. On the first day, you will spend a little time connecting to
the energy of the universe. Since every person has a different way of connecting with this
energy, find the way that works the best for you, whether it is actual meditation, relaxation,
listening to music that gets you "in the flow," or whatever it is for you. This particular edition of
the journal has an understated black cover.

Looking to create abundance with the law of attraction? Discover how writing
affirmations can get you amazing results!. Manifestation Journal: A Guided
Notebook Combining Three Manifesting Methods for Supercharged Results with
the Law of Attraction, 369, Scripting, and Meditation If you've been trying to
change your life and create a new reality, you've no doubt heard of the law of
attraction and the use of affirmations. You've found this workbook because you
are trying to make something happen in your life. That's great! This workbook
combines popular different manifestation techniques into one of the most potent
and effective methods out there. If you need to turn something around in your life
(money, love, health, or otherwise), this is the journal for you. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the
flow-- this is a vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to
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connect to the energy of the Universe. Scripting-- this is when you write your
intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter.
Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence
form) 3 times a day for 33 days. You'll do it 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the
afternoon, and 9 times in the evening. This is sometimes called the "3 6 9
Method" and variations of it are popular on TikTok. On the first day, you will
spend a little time connecting to the energy of the universe. Since every person
has a different way of connecting with this energy, find the way that works the
best for you, whether it is actual meditation, relaxation, listening to music that
gets you "in the flow," or whatever it is for you. This particular edition of the
journal has an understated black cover.
Do you feel tired, listless and without strength? Are you looking for a better
balance of body, mind and spirit? Would you like to benefit from a stronger,
healthier, sharp and more perceptive mind or a healthier life? *Keep Reading*
Most people have heard the word "Chakra" before whether participating in a yoga
class or guided meditation, but that does not mean they have a true
understanding of the word. The word itself comes from the Sanskrit language. In
English, it translates into the word "wheel" or "spinning disk". When someone is
talking with you about chakras, they are referencing the energy centers that are
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located in the human body. There are seven main chakras, however, there are
many others as you start to dig deeper into information regarding them. Our
chakras provide a constant flow of energy and when that energy is blocked, it can
have a negative impact on our lives. Not only mentally and emotionally, but also,
physically. In This Book You Will Discover: What Are Chakras How Chakras
Work, The System The Single Most Powerful Meditation You Can Use to Heal
Your Self Daily Habits And Rituals That Will Allow You To Balance Your Chakras
Why Practicing Wrong Habits Can Lead To Psycho-Physical Disorders Awaken
Your Seven Chakras Through Guided Meditation And Many More! Even if you 've
never practiced meditation in your life, or you 've never experienced the power of
chakras, now you can benefit from it every day and in less than 2 weeks. Don't
Miss This Guide. Scroll Up and Click The "Buy Now With 1-Click" Button!
when desire feels good you're in a place of being ready for the nextinspiration in
the next and the next when desire feels good to you thenyou're on your path of
living happily ever after if you have something thatyou want especially those
desires that you've wanted for a while and youhave not been able to identify
consciously a clear path to the receiving ofthem a clear path to the manifestation
of them then sometimes nearlyalways you begin to feel discord you call it
impatience ordisappointment or even fear doubt sometimes you feel blame of
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othersor unworthiness that it hasn't come to you or irritation that the same kinds
of things are coming toother people but not to you and so when your desire
doesn't feel good toyou it's not on track and that's why it doesn't feel good to you
if it doesn'tfeel good you're not on your path and it's not difficult to get onto
yourpath but it doesn't help to proceed with a vibrational stance that just
isn'tletting it unfold for you it would be like knowing that there's a treasureburied
somewhere in your backyard and it's a big backyard and youknow it's out there
Beliefs create behaviors! By having the right mindsets, the right behaviors will
flow naturally!!! Just like a poverty mindset attracts poverty, a wealth mindset
attracts wealth into your life. If you believe that there you have the capacity to
attract infinite wealth into your life then you will! WHAT YOU FOCUS ON and
believe that you deserve is WHAT YOU ATTRACT. By creating positive beliefs
through the repetition of the mantras and affirmations contained in this book, you
will be able to create positive behaviors. You can change your life just by
changing the way that you perceive the world, and the way you view yourself.
Your altitude is determined by your attitude and an attitude can be altered
through the repetitions of inspiring, motivating and emotionally-compelling
affirmations. Rewire your brain into having mindsets that are designed to
generate action designed to bring you success, happiness and wealth! In the
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past, you may have been conditioned through a toxic environment and a lack of
positive role-models to self-sabotage yourself. It is forbidden to surrender to
negative thinking, thoughts and bleak outlooks on existence. Let go of the past
and start again. Verbalizing affirmations is the cure! Saying the affirmations
contained in this book is the secret to creating powerful mindsets, internalizing
success-conducive attitudes, and unleashing an inner superhero. The mind is
highly suggestible. By saying certain affirmations out-loud, you will be able to
create mindsets, personality traits and an unconscious mind that is designed to
bring you substantial benefits: A BULLET-PROOF SELF-ESTEEM AND
CHARISMATIC CONFIDENCE. A STRONG SENSE OF WELL-BEING AND
HAPPINESS. MANIFESTNG LOVE AND HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS WITH
PEOPLE. CREATING A FEEL-GOOD VIBE. OVERCOMING STRESS AND
ACHIEVING PEACEFUL CALMNESS. ACCELERATING A LEARNING CURVE
AND ACHIEVING MASSIVE SUCCESS. ATTRACTING UNTOLD AMOUNTS OF
INSANE WEALTH INTO YOUR LIFE Get this book right now, and start using the
affirmations contained within it to gear and condition your unconscious mind
towards bringing you MASSIVE SUCCESS.
Create the life you want, combine the law of attraction with mindfulness The law
of attraction suggests that our positive or negative thoughts bring about positive
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or negative experiences. The Mindful Guide to Law of Attraction pairs that belief
with the powerful practices of mindfulness. Through intentional breathing, writing,
and engaging, you'll hone a method for manifesting health, wealth, and love--the
elements of happiness. Let the law of attraction work for you by adopting its basic
steps of identifying and visualizing the things you desire. Then use practical
meditation techniques to achieve awareness. By concentrating your positive
energy on obtaining your wants, you'll give yourself permission to receive them.
The Mindful Guide to Law of Attraction includes: Attract positivity--Apply the law
of attraction's core concepts of desire, attention, and permission to create a life of
joy, love, and abundance. Nurture self-love--Positive attitudes like expressing
gratitude help you realize that you are worthy of what you want. Meaningful
exercises--Become more conscious of your thought patterns with 45 simple
meditation practices like Grounding, Joyful Bites, and others. Looking for a law
attraction book that combines its principles with the powers of mindfulness? Pick
up a copy of this one and see improvements in your life.
PINK COVER Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/ manifestation
practice? Do you wish there was something more active you could do to manifest
things into your life? If you are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction, it is
very likely you are using the wrong manifestation method for you. Contrary to
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popular belief, visualization actually DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's the
deal: visualization isn't the only manifestation method out there, and it's not the
right method for everyone. Just as some people learn better by hearing or seeing
something, some people manifest things better by writing them down, and it is a
complete myth that if you didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did
visualization wrong" or "you were thinking negative thoughts" or "your
subconscious is holding you back." That is wrong. There are MANY manifestation
methods in the world, and your job is to find the one that works best for you. This
workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful exercises to connect with
what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically writing affirmations
down multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are the three
elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the
flow-- this is a vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to
connect to the energy of the Universe. Here you only have to do this for a few
minutes (as opposed to the "20 minutes twice a day" meditation teacher
requirement that absolutely no one can do. Scripting-- this is when you write your
intention in detail, as if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter.
Written affirmations-- this is when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence
form) 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the afternoon, and 9 times in the evening.
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This is sometimes called the "369 Method" and is a method of harnessing YOUR
energy and getting it to appear as your ideal circumstances. In case you're
curious, this method came from scientist Nikola Tesla's obsession with the
numbers 3, 6, and 9. Tesla said "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6
and 9, then you would have the key to the universe." Tesla believed that the
numbers 3, 6, and 9 were sacred numbers, and developed a whole field of math
called "vortex math" around them. While you write these affirmations, you will be
in a meditative state where you can "Zen out" and focus on your intention. This
manifestation method works especially well for people with ADD (or those who
find meditation/ visualization difficult in general) because it gives you something
to "do" so that your mind will relax and calmly focus the intention. By directing
your energy in this way, you create the abundance in your life. This particular
method (369) is most effective for people who frequently see the number "3" in
their lives, like on house numbers or on the clock. The number 3 is a powerful
number for connecting with source energy, and if you are connected to it (or keep
seeing it), you should use it to manifest your desires in written form. Order this
workbook now and start transforming your life!
Law of Attraction is a comprehensive user guide that goes beyond theory and
helps you to create a success mindset to manifest your desires, using every day,
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easy to follow action steps. What if I told you that you have control over the
nature of your experiences? If you could influence whether they are positive or
negative? This is the concept of the Law of Attraction that has its roots in the
New Thought philosophy. In this book you will learn about: - History of the Law of
Attraction - What is the Law of Attraction? - The Science of Creation and the Art
of Allowing - Basic Principles, How to Attract Wealth, Health and Happiness Power of Mindfulness Meditation This book is for anyone who has a dream or
simply wishes to change their life for the better, It helps you understand in no
uncertain terms, the practical personal development work which is a requirement
to attract success. Declutter Your MindDon't wait anymore to discover these
concepts, Buy your copy today!
Instructions On How To Use The Journal The Significance 369 An Upcoming
YouTube playlists with frequency, meditation, yoga and manifestation resourcesMain Components To Successful Manifestations Meditation Frequencies How To
Manifest Love Signs Of The Universe 369 Method Affirmations Detailed Prompts
51 Days Of Journaling 369 Manifestation Journal: This 369 Method Manifestation
Workbook includes daily prompts and lines for writing out your daily manifesting
intentions with sections for morning, afternoon and evening writing. Create Faster
and accurately with this wonderful Journal. Based on the tried and tested method
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using Nikola Teslas Universal Numbers 369 It helps you manifest your desires by
writing down what you want in the following order: 3 times in the morning, 6 times
in the afternoon, and 9 times at night. You follow this process for 33 or 45 days.
Use this manifestation journal to chronicle your progress and by writting on paper
you create energy and add permanence to your desires. Great gift for friends,
family, co-workers, and yourself. Get start 369 Manifestation Journal today!
Become more in sync with the universe and a more powerful attractor in now.
Scroll to the top of this page and click the Buy Now button.
Discover the keys to unleashing your true inner power by harnessing the abilities of
your subconscious mind You are standing on the precipice of greatness… You are far
closer than you think… All you need to do, is let go of your fear of success. And these
tapes will help you do just that. After listening and immersing yourself to the quiet
consistency of direction… You will see yourself… Hear yourself… And truly feel yourself in
the most successful form you can be. These recordings are optimized for regular and
repeat listening… Your journey to your greatest self begins here… Scroll up and click
“add to cart” for instant access
369 Manifestation Journal: This 369 Method Manifestation Workbook includes daily
prompts and lines for writing out your daily manifesting intentions with sections for
morning, afternoon and evening writing. Create Faster and accurately with this
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Journal.
BasedAnd
on the
tried and tested method using Nikola Teslas Universal
Numbers 369 It helps you manifest your desires by writing down what you want in the
following order: 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the afternoon, and 9 times at night.
You follow this process for 33 or 45 days. Use this manifestation journal to chronicle
your progress and by writting on paper you create energy and add permanence to your
desires.
CREAM PAPER WITH MOON COVER Have you hit a wall with your law of attraction/
manifestation practice? Do you wish there was something more active you could do to
manifest things into your life? If you are "stuck" in your practice of the law of attraction,
it is very likely you are using the wrong manifestation method for you. Contrary to
popular belief, visualization actually DOESN'T work for everyone! Here's the deal:
visualization isn't the only manifestation method out there, and it's not the right method
for everyone. Just as some people learn better by hearing or seeing something, some
people manifest things better by writing them down, and it is a complete myth that if you
didn't get your intentions, it's because "you did visualization wrong" or "you were
thinking negative thoughts" or "your subconscious is holding you back." That is wrong.
There are MANY manifestation methods in the world, and your job is to find the one
that works best for you. This workbook/ journal guides you through several powerful
exercises to connect with what you want through the art of "scripting," which is basically
writing affirmations down multiple times per day to call that thing into your life. Here are
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the three
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to thisAnd
supercharged
manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in
the flow-- this is a vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to connect
to the energy of the Universe. Here you only have to do this for a few minutes (as
opposed to the "20 minutes twice a day" meditation teacher requirement that absolutely
no one can do. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in detail, as if it has
already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is when you
write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 11 times a day for 11 days. This is
sometimes called the "11:11 Method" and is a method of harnessing YOUR energy and
getting it to appear as your ideal circumstances. While you write these affirmations, you
will be in a meditative state where you can "Zen out" and focus on your intention. This
manifestation method works especially well for people with ADD (or those who find
meditation/ visualization difficult in general) because it gives you something to "do" so
that your mind will relax and calmly focus the intention. By directing your energy in this
way, you create the abundance in your life. This particular method (11:11) is most
effective for people who frequently see the number "1" in their lives, like on house
numbers or on the clock. The number 1 is a powerful number for connecting with
source energy, and if you are connected to it (or keep seeing it), you should use it to
manifest your desires in written form. Order this workbook now and start transforming
your life!
This is an all-new edition in a larger size (8 x 10) with room for three full cycles (33 days
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apiece)
Manifestation
Journal:
A Guided Notebook Combining Three Manifesting
Methods for Supercharged Results with the Law of Attraction, 369, Scripting, and
Meditation If you've been trying to change your life and create a new reality, you've no
doubt heard of the law of attraction and the use of affirmations. You've found this
workbook because you are trying to make something happen in your life. That's great!
This workbook combines popular different manifestation techniques into one of the
most potent and effective methods out there. If you need to turn something around in
your life (money, love, health, or otherwise), this is the journal for you. Here are the
three elements to this supercharged manifestation method: Meditation/ getting in the
flow-- this is a vitally important part of the process. You will use this step to connect to
the energy of the Universe. Scripting-- this is when you write your intention in detail, as
if it has already happened, as a "Dear Universe" letter. Written affirmations-- this is
when you write your intention/ goal (in one sentence form) 3 times a day for 33 days.
You'll do it 3 times in the morning, 6 times in the afternoon, and 9 times in the evening.
This is sometimes called the "3 6 9 Method" and variations of it are popular on TikTok.
On the first day, you will spend a little time connecting to the energy of the universe.
Since every person has a different way of connecting with this energy, find the way that
works the best for you, whether it is actual meditation, relaxation, listening to music that
gets you "in the flow," or whatever it is for you. This particular edition of the journal has
an understated black cover.
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Want
to manifest
wealth And
and abundance
fast without constantly doubting whether it will
happen?5 Steps Checklist To Manifest Wealth And Abundance shows how you can
finally get the money freedom that you have always wanted, using actionable step by
step process.Inside, you'll discover: - The 5 missing puzzles to manifest you wealth and
abundance so that you can finally have the time and freedom to do the things that you
truly desire in life.- Guided actionable steps to help you manifest what you want in 21
days.- Easy checklist that you can put to use straight away what you have learnt into
practice.- Deal with more stubborn problems why people cannot manifest.- And much,
much more!Want to know more?Simply scroll up and click on the "Buy" button right
away.
Are you ready to try out the 369 Method? Do you want to use your energy to transform
your life? Prepare Yourself To Get Anything You Desire. This 369 Manifestation Journal
is the most manifestation tool you've been looking for to write out manifestation mantras
to the Universe! Tracking your 369 every day to bring what you currently desire into
your life! Made easy with this 369 Manifestation workbook, It will help you create a
powerful consistent and help you work through any resistance that comes up. All you
have to do is to decide on a phrase or powerful scripting that sums up exactly what you
wish to be true in your life. Your thoughts are what you become, and whether you are
looking for love, career success, or even weight loss, you can use the 369 methods to
achieve what you desire. The manifestation journal included will allow you to put
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practice and start to manifest your dream life day after
day. It takes some time to learn how to focus on the positives and develop the right
mindset, but once you will get the hang of it, you will understand how you are the sole
creator of your own reality. What you will find: 369 - description, what and why How to
use this journal Big size, 8.5×11 inch 120 Pages Printed on high-quality white paper
Glossy finish Premium cover Softback Order this workbook now and start transforming
your life!
Introducing Over 10 Hours Of Guided Meditations, Hypnosis & Manifestations To
Integrate The Teachings Of The Law Of Attraction And Start Manifesting Your Dream
Life! See, understanding the LOA is one thing, watching the documentaries, even
reading a few books, this is the perfect foundation. However, let's use an analogy here.
If you wanted to get in shape & go to the gym, would reading & understanding the diet
you needed to eat & workouts you need to do be enough on their own? Of course not!
You'd need to actually take action & put in the work required. Well, the LOA &
Manifesting is no different, by actually integrating the teachings and actively asking the
universe for what you truly desire is when your results will skyrocket. Whether its
abundance, a new career, your dream partner, improved health / eating habits or
absolutely anything else, inside you'll discover meditations you can practice regularly to
supercharge your manifestation abilities. All that's left for you to do, is put on your
headphones and let our narrator guide you on your journey to the life you consciously
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desire!
Here's Thought
a tiny preview
what's inside... How To Develop An Attitude Of
Gratitude With This 10 Minute Morning Meditation (Remember Being Thankful For
What You Have Is Key Number 1!) 4 Guided Meditations To Supercharge Your
Productivity & Overcome Procrastination (As We Said, Inspired Action Is Essential For
Success) The BEST 15 Minute Meditation For Overcoming Your Success & Abundance
Blocks The Essential 20 Minute Meditation For Developing True Self Love & Filling
Your Own Cup Of Love Up First 10+ 'Foundational' Meditations For Attracting Wealth &
Abundance, Manifesting True Love & Finding Absolute Happiness In Your Life And SO
Much More! So, If You Want Over 10+ Hours Of Meditations, Hypnosis & Guided
Manifestations To Accelerate Your Manifestation Abilities Beyond Your Wildest
Dreams, Then Scroll Up And Click "Buy This Audiobook" Today.
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